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4,227
Articles written in

19 months

103.2%
Increase in clients’ organic 

traffic after 12 months

“When we get a new 
client, I don’t have to worry 
if we’ll be able to handle the 

additional volume of content. 
Because I know CopyPress will 

take care of it.”

Andrew Marr,  

SEO Manager, SearchLab Digital 
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Challenges
Scaling content production in a 
growth-focused marketing agency

Scaling any agency can be a notoriously difficult task. After 
all, creative businesses offer specialized services to their 
clients, so it takes a huge amount of time, cost, and energy to 
replicate that on a grander scale. 

Digital marketing agency SearchLab faced this specific 
challenge when they took the decision to seismically scale the 
business. 

With an excellent reputation for helping businesses dominate 
local search results, SearchLab was eager to capitalize on its 
success, onboard new clients, and evolve their agency at a 
rapid pace. 

But for their growth plans to be successful, they needed to 
scale up their services in a sustainable, efficient and cost-
effective way. Key among these was the job of scaling content 
creation for their clients—without any compromise on quality. 

SearchLab Digital is a boutique 
marketing agency specializing 
in local SEO and paid search to 
help small and medium-sized 
businesses get to the top of 
local search results and realize 
their potential.

Highlights

Challenges

• Looking to bring significant 
number of new clients 
onboard—and scale at pace

• Lacking the writing  
resource to deliver extra 
volume of content 
production as they grew 

• Hiring internal talent to fill 
the gap involved too much 
cost and time

• Searching for a partner to 
deliver high-quality content 
for clients—and seamlessly 
scale up their support when 
required

“One of our main strategies for boosting clients’ 
SEO is to gain high-quality backlinks from high-

authority websites,” explains SEO Manager Andrew 
Marr. “A key part of delivering that is by consistently 
generating authoritative, high-quality content that’s 

worth linking to.”
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Solution

CopyPress provided  
SearchLab with:

• Discovery process to 
understand SearchLab’s 
unique content goals and 
expectations

• Vetted writers with the 
proven skills to write for 
every client and vertical

• Strategically written articles 
that win quality backlinks 
from high-authority sites

• Dedicated account 
managers who allocate 
writers, coordinate projects 
and QA, and field any 
queries

• Integration with CopyPress’s 
software Dante to 
WordPress, so SearchLab 
consultants spend less time 
on publishing web content

Results

• 233% rise in clients

• Clients’ organic traffic up 
103.2% after 12 months

• 4,227 articles created in 19 
months

• End-to-end support saves 
hours of time for SearchLab 
and frees them up to focus 
on other growth-focused 
priorities 

“Our existing writing resources had lots of talent, 
but we just didn’t have the scalable operation we 

wanted,” says Andrew. 

“We needed to find a more scalable solution to our 
writing needs,” says Andrew. “Ideally, we needed to 
develop a partnership with an established content 
writing entity, that had access to a pool of excellent 

writers with experience in different verticals, and 
which could handle growing their output as we 

scaled to a whole new level.”

As things stood, SearchLab relied on a small team of 
freelancers to create the required output of client content. 

But if they really wanted to scale and add new clients, such a 
small writing force wouldn’t be sustainable.

Meeting the content requirements of a fast-growing client 
base was going to require an army of new resources. But 
hiring new people within the agency would be expensive and 
take an incredible amount of time to find, recruit, train, and 
manage the right people. 

Andrew admits he felt nervous about whether it was really 
possible to achieve the agency’s vision for scale without 
sacrificing quality or losing what made them special. 



“I have a strong background in writing and have always been focused on quality. So I was 
nervous that standards would be compromised when we’re looking to grow so rapidly,” he 
says. “I felt nervous that we were going to move from using writers who we knew well and 

trusted to working with a whole new team.”

Despite those reservations, SearchLab had to find a better way to meet the content requirements of a 
growing portfolio of clients.

“Our existing writing resources had 
lots of talent, but we just didn’t have 
the scalable operation we wanted.” 
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Solution
Partnership with CopyPress ensures SearchLab fulfills its clients’ 
copy needs with ease

SearchLab’s VP of Search initially brought CopyPress onboard, having worked with the company in a 
previous role. He appreciated CopyPress for their quality, service, and ability to seamlessly scale content 
for clients. 

Before they wrote a word of content, CopyPress spent time learning about SearchLab’s goals and 
objectives for their content marketing.

“We explained that for each of our clients, we carry out a lot of research into what their 
competitors are doing, what’s trending for their sites, and we look for opportunities to move 

them up to page one for certain keywords with strategic content placement,” explains Andrew. 

“Once we’d developed those ideas, we wanted to pass them over to CopyPress to generate 
high-quality, engaging, SEO-friendly articles. In total, they’d need to create around five articles 

a month for each of our clients—and do so in perpetuity. And it was crucial that they were 
flexible enough to scale up as we onboarded a raft of new clients.” 

With extensive experience supporting agencies as they grow, CopyPress got straight to work providing 
content for SearchLab’s expanding client base. 

To make life easy for SearchLab, CopyPress allocated two senior account managers to the partnership. 
They took responsibility for finding the best writers for each client and verticals, coordinating writers, 
editors, and quality assurance, and fielding any queries from SearchLab. 

With two clear points of contact taking care of everything, SearchLab no longer had to wrestle with 
managing a team of writers themselves.
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CopyPress makes the job of managing and organizing copy super simple. With its proprietary software, 
Dante, SearchLab’s SEO consultants can see every piece of work on one platform and teammates can 
easily view the status of individual articles and wider campaigns.

With confidence in CopyPress’s content writing abilities, SearchLab consultants often invite them to 
provide input at the ideation phase of projects. 

“Communication is really streamlined with CopyPress,” says Andrew. “We also use Slack, which 
makes daily communication quick and easy. The CopyPress team is always responsive, so 

on the rare occasion we have an issue from a client about an article, CopyPress does all the 
digging and gives us a timely and satisfying answer. So I couldn’t ask for more.”

“We’ll give them loose suggestions, such as a basic topic or theme we wish them to cover and 
then leave it to them to create whatever they judge to be best,” says Andrew. 

“Articles created by CopyPress’s team of writers have been consistently good, our clients 
are happy with what they see, the results are good, and it’s been really smooth sailing,” says 

Andrew. “CopyPress closely follows our instructions and if there’s any feedback about a specific 
piece, they encourage us to share the aspects we did and didn’t like. This enables them to 

provide clear feedback to their writers and ensure continuous improvement.”



“Articles created by CopyPress’s 
team of writers have been 

consistently high quality. Our 
clients are happy with what they 
see, the results are good, and it’s 

been really smooth sailing.”

As more clients come on their books, SearchLab now has the capacity to scale content creation almost 
at the drop of a hat. Because CopyPress has more than 1,500 carefully vetted writers in its network, 
SearchLab knows they can provide any level of support required—so they can continue to serve and 
satisfy their clients.
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Results
233% increase in clients and 4,227 articles produced in    
just 19 months

By hiring CopyPress, SearchLab has removed one of the major roadblocks to scaling its agency. With the 
knowledge that they can meet all their clients’ content needs—however much they grow—they’ve been 
able to scale up at an impressive rate.

In fact, since CopyPress came onboard, SearchLab has increased its client base from around 30 clients to 
over 100. 

That’s a 233% rise in clients since SearchLab partnered with CopyPress.

“Part of that growth is because we have a really amazing team and a really great leadership 
team, but having such good results, good support, and good deliverables from CopyPress has 

also really helped,” says Andrew.

“The consistency, volume, and quality of content is always there from CopyPress, and it gets 
results for our clients in terms of increased traffic and new leads, so that makes me a happy 

camper,” says Andrew.

The consistency and quality of content provided by CopyPress is bringing excellent results to SearchLab’s 
clients. 

Clients who started with SearchLab after February 1 2020—when CopyPress came onboard—
report an average organic traffic increase of 103.2% after 12 months’ service. Which means 
CopyPress’s content is helping them build their businesses. 
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As SearchLab’s trust in CopyPress has grown, so has the volume of content they order.

In 2020, CopyPress produced 1,894 articles for SearchLab. By the start of August 2021, they’d already 
produced 2,333 articles that year. So in seven months of 2021, SearchLab ordered more content than 
they did in the whole of 2020. In total, that’s 4,227 articles created in 19 months. 

“That really speaks to our growth as a company, and CopyPress’s ability to flexibly scale its 
content production alongside that,” says Andrew. 

“Being able to rely on a vendor to produce content for us consistently and in a timely and 
responsive manner is really huge,” he says. “Without the back-up of CopyPress, we’d probably 

face some retention issues as we grew, so having them onboard is a tremendous relief.”

“You know, I don’t have to really consider, oh, well, we got a new client. Will they be able to 
handle the volume of content with this additional client workload?” says Andrew. “I don’t have 

to think about that. CopyPress will take care of it.”

Andrew hugely appreciates that SearchLab can continue to scale the business, without worrying where 
their additional content-writing resource is coming from. 

Without that added mental load, SearchLab can spend more of their time focusing on other growth-
related priorities, such as onboarding new clients, training the team, or auditing their processes.



Another aspect of the partnership that SearchLab loves is excellent ROI.

Andrew recommends CopyPress to any agency looking to scale up their content creation and win 
more clients.

“With CopyPress, you get competitive pricing which pays for itself, because we have happy 
clients and good retention as a result,” says Andrew. “While there are cheaper options out 

there, it’s a false economy because cheap work is always expensive in the long run.”

“If you’re looking for a scalable writing team with great customer service, CopyPress is an 
excellent option,” says Andrew. “They’re responsive, communicative, helpful, empathic, 

receptive to feedback, and willing to be flexible. Plus, the results are consistently good and 
that’s really the bottom line.”

“The consistency, volume, and quality of content 
is always there from CopyPress, and it gets results 

for our clients in terms of increased traffic and 
new leads, so that makes me a happy camper.”
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Find out how CopyPress can 
save your agency time, and 

support you as you scale 

SCHEDULE A CALL

https://www.copypress.com/get-started/

